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German beer has a good reputation throughout the world. In this book, you will discover a world
of German beer culture that goes beyond pale lager beers. Learn about the history of 22 classic
German and Austrian beer styles and brew them yourself at home using historically accurate,
authentic recipes and brewing methods.Divided into four categories - Bavarian beers, German
white beers, German brown beers, and Austrian beers - this book gives a detailed introduction
into the history of German beer and how it was brewed centuries ago, from Bavarian lager beer
and Weissbier to Broyhan, Kottbusser Bier, Berliner Braunbier, Mannheimer Braunbier,
Carinthian Stone Beer and more.This book was written for intermediate and experienced
homebrewers who are comfortable with brewing and want to explore classic and lesser known
German beer styles, as well as beer history geeks who want to experience a side of German
and Austrian beer culture that has not been discovered yet by the craft beer world.
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has a wonderfully diverse and rich brewing heritage, extending back over a thousand years, that
(along with that of Great Britain) can undeniably be considered one of the two great pillars of
influence in brewing today.The industrialisation of brewing and the many wars on the European
continent in the 19th and 20th centuries led to a disconnection from this brewing past. The
passage of time and commercial interests further separated today’s beer drinkers with the many
varieties of beer that were consumed for hundreds of years.However, as new interest in beer
grows around the globe, commercial brewers and homebrewers alike are looking for authentic
links to the past. Britain’s brewing heritage has been explored in detail and has been the main
influence on the successful craft beer movement of the last forty years, while the brewing
heritage of the German-speaking world has been largely ignored.There are several reasons for
this:The first craft beer brewers of the US started brewing top-fermented beers in the British
tradition (pale ales, IPAs, porters & stouts) in direct contrast to the less flavourful, mass-
produced lager that had saturated the market.It is much easier, time- and cost-efficient to brew
top-fermented beers than bottom-fermented beers. This is especially true for the home-brewers,
who would later go on to found many of the most successful craft beer breweries operating
today.Largely for these reasons, the brewing heritage of the German-speaking region is still
largely unknown, even if it is generally revered in hushed tones! When efforts have been made
to dig out an old beer style, history is often obscured by myths and short cuts that do not
accurately represent how such beers were brewed centuries ago.I met Andreas through the
small, but quickly growing homebrewing community in Berlin several years ago. Humble,



enthusiastic, analytical and with a good eye for detail, Andreas was always interested in
historical recipes. Through his own brewing experiments, I was able to sample beer styles that I
would not otherwise have had access to.I was delighted when Andreas told me about this
project. It was through Andreas that I first learned about Broyhan, Fredersdorfer Bier and
Mannheimer Braunbier. It is high time for a detailed collection of historic recipes based on
authentic, referenced sources (in the German language).The project that Andreas has
undertaken here is a gargantuan task. Hopefully, it will find an audience of like-minded brewers,
who will also be able to provide feedback on both the recipes and any historic documents they
may have access to. This being a first edition, I have no doubt that there will be additions and
revisions in future versions, but I know that Andreas will incorporate any improvements
enthusiastically, as it brings us all closer to our brewing heritage.Although the false myth of the
so-called ‘Reinheitsgebot’ still captures the public imagination, it is time for home-brewers to
discover and reintroduce new audiences to the authentic brewing heritage of the German-
speaking region. This book goes a long way in enabling this.Prost!Rory LawtonBerlin, May
2017IntroductionMy first contact with beer was at a very young age, even before I went to
school. Beer wasn’t exactly a daily staple at our household, but my father would sometimes have
a beer on the weekends with lunch or dinner. My brother and I would often be allowed a sip of
foam when we asked. There was a certain fascination about it, as it was a grown-up drink, but in
the end it didn’t really taste nice, way too bitter for the palate of a five year old boy.My proper
beer drinking began for me at the age of 16, the legal drinking age in Austria for beer and wine.
Beer in Austria in the late 1990’s was relatively dull. People ordered “a beer”, which meant a
medium-hopped golden lager of whatever was the house brand. If you wanted to be different or
just have something different, you’d order Hefeweizen, Bavarian cloudy wheat beer, and if you
wanted to be particularly sophisticated, you’d go to an Irish-themed pub and drink Guinness.
Friends of mine thought Heineken and American Bud (which at that time was sold as simply
“Anheuser Busch” due to the ongoing name disputes with Budweiser Budvar) were great, exotic
beers. I usually had whatever was available.When I moved to Berlin in early 2009, the beer there
was not much different compared to Austria: standard lagers, some of them even duller than the
Austrian stuff, some more interesting and more highly hopped and drier, others a lot maltier.
Berliner Weisse, the local beer style associated with the city, was more of an oddity. Work
colleagues who have lived in Berlin since the early 1980’s told me to basically ignore it because
the only commercially brewed Berliner Weisse available at that time was nothing like Weisse
from 30 years ago.In summer 2011, I visited a school friend in New York City. While he was an
avid proponent of Austrian lager beer, I had my first contact with a beer which at that time had
been mythical to me: India Pale Ale. Around 2010/2011, it was the first time that I had read about
this beer style, but even though I looked, I couldn’t find any such beer in Berlin. So New York was
the first time I actually had the opportunity to try beer like that. And it was certainly a revelation.
The way the hops resonated in these beers was completely different from anything I had ever
tasted before. My palate was completely untrained, and so while I couldn’t pick out any particular



aromas or flavours, I vividly remember that the hopping not only added this intense layer of
completely new tastes, it even seemed to change the overall mouthfeel of it: it was almost like a
tickling on the tongue. With the exception of one particular beer, the now-retired Sam Adams
IPA, I can’t even remember which ones I had, but it certainly got me interested. And I can proudly
claim that I didn’t have a single American macro lager while I was in New York!Upon my return, I
started looking a bit into local breweries, and I found a microbrewery that had their brewing kit
and a bar in my local district’s market hall. They actually had an IPA, but it was just not quite as
vivid and impressive as what I had in the US.In late 2011, I met my now wife. She’s from the
United Kingdom, and so the first time we went to London together, she introduced me to another
beer thing that I had never tried before: cask ale. And it was another revelation: low-alcohol
beers, packed full of flavour, and most pubs we went to had a large variety of them. People didn’t
just order “a beer” in the US or the UK, they ordered specific beers of a large selection, and
some of them would even specifically seek out the good stuff.We eventually started exploring
the then-emerging craft beer scene in Berlin, and at some point, we also started brewing our
own beer. In fact, we got very much into homebrewing, and brewed all the beer types that we
wanted to drink but couldn’t really get in Berlin. And from there it was a deep dive down the
rabbit hole: I started reading about brewing. A lot. Mitch Steele’s book “IPA” was my first
touchpoint with historic beer. Ron Pattinson’s blog “Shut up about Barclay Perkins” was fun to
read, as well, and gave me some great insights into how beer used to be. Those were really the
starting points that motivated me to look into historic brewing by myself. It started with just
downloading a few historic English brewing books that I found online, and reading and trying to
understand them.From there, I then went on to German brewing books. And suddenly I realised
how much there was around about historic German brewing: the beer styles, the beer culture
around them, it was so completely different from how we know German beer today. It just got me
excited, there was this huge treasure of historic beer, of German history, that seemed mostly
forgotten. I easily managed to get hold of a lot of historic books that described some of these
beers with enough details that I was actually able to rebrew them at home. That was living
history for me.Initially, I didn’t put much structure into what I was reading and writing down, but at
some point, I realised that I just had to do my research in a more structured way, write down all
the little bits and pieces about brewing in general, and analyse and present historic brewing
recipes in such a way that they’d be useful for homebrewers. That’s where the idea of writing a
book came from. This book is my attempt to make this piece of German history available to
homebrewers, to make old beer styles that had simply fallen out of fashion 150 to 200 years ago
more accessible to interested people, and to show what a rich and diverse beer culture
Germany used to have that was essentially replaced with quite uniform, industrially produced
lager beer, with only a few local strongholds that had partially resisted this take-over.Simply due
to the availability and accessibility of historic sources, I put my focus on beers of the late
eighteenth century and nineteenth century. At that point in time, brewing technology was so
advanced that German brewers were already working with thermometers and partially with



hydrometers, which allowed a great reproducibility of documented brews, while at the same
time, old, traditional, local beers were still in production and hadn’t been supplanted by
fashionable Pilsner-style or Bavarian-style lager beers yet. Because of that, this time period
gives a great insight into a bygone era of brewing, but with a precision that makes it possible to
reconstruct these old beers.Historic IngredientsThe beer recipes in this book were put together
based on historic sources. If available, specific recipes and processes were described, but for
some beer styles, only very general information about ingredients, colour and general flavour
was passed on. This makes it particularly hard for brewers to achieve the same flavours, aromas
and overall consistency as the historic originals.MaltIn most historic beer recipes, the aspect of
how the malt was produced is unclear, and how historic descriptions, like brown malt and amber
malt, correspond with modern malts. Since the first half of the 19th century was a time when a lot
of brewing technology was modernised, and e.g. Bavarian breweries started introducing more
modern, “English-style” smoke-free kilns, while other breweries still operated smoke kilns, it is
quite unclear which malts were smoky, which ones were not, and if they were smoky, to what
extent. Recipes in this book will so say in their ingredient lists if they specifically require smoked
malt.In order to facilitate the reproduction of these beers with available ingredients, I decided to
only include modern malts. I therefore used Munich malt in recipes that called for brown malt,
Vienna malt as amber malt, while for pale and air-dried malts I assumed that they were most
likely similar in colour to modern Pilsner malt. Essentially, the colour of the wort produced from
the modern malt is equal to the colour description of the historic malt.The way historic brown and
amber malt were used clearly indicate that they must have had enough diastatic power to
convert themselves. It would therefore be unwise to use modern brown malt in place of historic
brown malt, or modern amber malt in place of historic amber malt, as modern malts of that kind
do not have sufficient diastatic power.Besides that, even when there exist some descriptions
how historic brown malt was made, the vast majority of homebrewers don’t have the equipment
or the skills to reliably steep, germinate and kiln their own malt.In the end, relying upon just
modern malts makes the recreation of historic beers more accessible for most homebrewers.
Especially for German beer styles, it will still be reasonably close to the original.HopsThe
earliest records of hop cultivation in Germany date back to the 9th century[1, p. 2]. It is thought
that the Hallertau, one of the main growing areas of hops in Germany, was the cradle of hop
culture, from which it spread further north towards the river Danube, and later on further towards
Franconia, in particular the Spalt region[1, p. 3]. The first definite source that documents the
conserving power of hops in beer was eleventh century Hildegard of Bingen, who wrote about
the big significance of hop additions for preserving beer in her book “Physica”[1, p. 5].In the 13th
and 14th century, hop gardens outside of Bavaria started to pop up: in Silesia, Brandenburg,
Mecklenburg and Thuringia, hops started to get grown, while in Northern German cities like
Lübeck, Hildesheim and Kiel, hop gardens were documented. Along the Rhine, hop beers were
as popular as grut beers: some burghers of Dortmund asked the Holy Roman Emperor, Louis IV,
for a confirmation of their brewing rights of grut beer, which was granted in 1332[1, p. 8].It was



not until the 18th century though that German hop growing got another boost: in 1743, the
Prussian king Frederick the Great complained about a lack of sufficient hop agriculture in
Prussia and the subsequent necessity to import foreign hops, which led to a lot of money leaving
Prussia. An important principle of economic policies at that time was self-sufficiency. Pomerania
was therefore ordered to plant hop gardens, while Saxony had to grow enough hops to be at
least self-sufficient, and if possible, to even export hops to neighbouring countries[1, p. 9]. In
1751, he ordered that experiments with Bohemian hop seedlings shall be undertaken in the
regions of Altmark and Kurmark, as Bohemian hops were more popular and more highly priced
on the hop markets due to “their greater strength and power”.The Seven Years’ War (1756-1763)
took away the king’s focus on hop growing, but in 1770 new initiatives were started to further
promote growing hops for sulf-sufficiency. Hop poles were sold to farmers for a cheap price, and
even a contest was started, with a cash prize for the farmer with the greatest hop production by
the end of the year.In 1775, more hop gardens were introduced in Western Prussia, and the
king’s chamber director was ordered to expand hop gardens around Potsdam since the existing
ones weren’t yet able to cover the demands in hops for brewing in Berlin. In 1776, hop imports
into Prussia were completely prohibited due to a substantial surplus production.After a bad hop
harvest in 1777, the king didn’t decide to allow imports, but instead, also forbade hop exports.
This export ban caused the hop prices in Prussia to crash, making growing hops very
unattractive for farmers, many of which abandoned that crop within the next few years.Only
when a terrible crop failure hit most European hop growing regions in 1860, Prussian hop
agriculture briefly grew again: Hallertau was the only region with a good harvest, and therefore
could sell their hops up to 6.5 times their normal price. This caused an increased interest in hops
as an attractive cash crop. But by the end of the 19th century, much of Prussian hop growing had
shifted to Posen/Poznań, while both acreage and yield in the rest of Prussia steadily
decreased[1, pp. 11–12].In Württemberg, hops have been cultivated for a long time along its
border to Bavaria, but because of the strong local wine industry, brewing wasn’t nearly as
important there. Only in the 19th century, more focus was put on hops as a cash crop, and hop
farmers even received a tax relief in 1819 to promote hop growing. The hop industry in Baden
and Alsace-Lorraine is about as young as the one in Württemberg, but developed into a hop
growing region with a well-received export product during the 19th century. Württemberg was
particularly successful with its crops from Rottenburg and Tettnang, while Alsacian hops were
popular in Belgium and France[1, pp. 13–15].In the Austrian empire and later the Austrian-
Hungarian empire, Bohemia was by far the greatest hop producer, with regions such as Saaz/
Žatec and Glattau/Klatovy being major exporters, followed by Galicia, Styria (parts of which now
belongs to modern Slovenia), and rather minor producers like Upper Austria, Carinthia and
Moravia.Until the middle of the 20th century, hop bitterness, in particular alpha acid content of
hops, were not really well-researched. Hops in historic recipes are usually only provided in terms
of weight or volume, only very rarely a particular type of hops is specified. Most often, just
whatever hops were locally cultivated were used for brewing. Because of that, it can be assumed



that a large amount of the hops that were used for brewing before the 20th century were local
land races with a relatively low alpha acid content.The recipes in this book therefore often don’t
specify any particular variety, but often suggest a sensible default, e.g. for most German beers, a
German land race variety. A specific amount of alpha acid is assumed, which is provided with
the recipe. If you want to brew a recipe, you need to adapt the amount of hops based on the
alpha acid content of the hops that you’ll be using.Nevertheless, the suggested hop varieties
were chosen based on locality: while Hallertauer Mittelfrüh is assumed as a “default” German
hop, some recipes contain hops that are geographically more appropriate, for example
Bohemian (Saazer) hops for Austrian and Bohemian beers. Some recipes for Bavarian beer
styles also specifically prescribe the use of Saazer or Spalter hops.YeastUntil the discovery by
Louis Pasteur in 1876 that yeast is a single-cell organism, the nature of yeast was not well
understood. Through experimentation, brewers knew that it was somehow necessary for
properly fermenting beer, and that certain treatment, such as too much heat, could damage it in
such a way that it was unable to conduct any further fermentation.Pure yeast strains were first
grown from single yeast cells by Emil Christian Hansen at Carlsberg brewery in 1883. Until then,
most yeast that was pitched most likely contained several yeast strains, and may have been
contaminated to a certain extent with other bacteria. Bottom-fermenting yeast strains had the
advantage that the low temperatures inhibited the growth of bacteria, which historically was the
prerequisite to brew relatively clean and stable beers[2, p. 16].From historic records we know
that some yeast strains, in particular bottom-fermenting lager yeast strains, had a relatively poor
attenuation, which means that they were not able to completely ferment all fermentable sugar in
the wort. While the attenuation of modern lager yeast usually range between 70 and 80%, lager
yeasts up to the early 20th century only managed a much lower attenuation of 55 to 65%, quite
often even lower than that. In fact, the legal limit of Bavarian beer was 48% attenuation, which
posed a problem for brewers, as some of them produced beer with an attenuation lower than
that. In practice, this law and its 48% limit were not strictly enforced, as the practical limit was
considered to be 44%. In 1891, Colosseum brewery in Munich was found to be in violation of
this limit, as their beer only had an attenuation of 41.86% even after 3 months of fermentation
and maturation. Only after a court-appointed expert was able to determine that even lager beer
from the state-run Hofbräuhaus brewery had an attenuation below 44%, all charges were
dropped and the court proceedings were suspended[3, p. 25].For homebrewers nowadays,
these numbers pose the opposite problem: modern yeasts have been selected to attenuate
relatively highly, which makes it hard to find a lager yeast that is suitable for brewing historic
beers. Of all the commercial lager yeast strains that are available to homebrewers, the strains
available from White Labs known as WLP820 and WLP920 show a relatively low attenuation,
and are therefore preferable for historically more accurate brewing.Top-fermenting yeasts are
even harder to categorise: while some historic brewing records suggest only a low attenuation
for some beers, others on the other hand show a relatively high attenuation that was certainly
higher than bottom-fermenting strains at that time. All of this does not even take different mash



regimes into account that could produce worts with either very high or very low amounts of
unfermentable sugars.I can therefore recommend a relatively neutral top-fermenting yeast, such
as White Labs WLP029, for top-fermented recipes. If you prefer dry yeast for homebrewing,
other types such as Fermentis S-04, S-33, or Danstar Windsor Ale yeast work equally fine.For
Bavarian white beers, a yeast strain like Wyeast 3068 or White Labs WLP300 is suitable. For
added authenticity, homebrewers can attempt to get fresh bottles of Schneider Weisse wheat
beer, and build a starter out of its sediment. The authenticity for that yeast strain comes from its
provenance: Schneider Weisse can directly trace the source of its yeast to the state-run
Bavarian white beer breweries of the 19th century[4].WaterWater chemistry was not particularly
well understood during the period covered in this book, but even just from practical experience,
brewers knew that different types of water were more or less suitable for different beers. A
distinction between hard and soft water was made, and brewers generally preferred soft water.
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John T. Lyons, “Very good beer recipes. I've made one of the recipes in the book (Berliner
Braunbier) and it was excellent and I will add it to the regular play list.I'll brew the rest of the
recipes at least once and see what I get and I expect that they will be equally drinkable. My
brewing technique is to not use the German decoction method (removing part of the mash to
boil) as outlined in the book but instead use my regular infusion mash system.I have no way of
knowing how that may or may not change the final product but since I like what I'm getting now
I'll just let sleeping brew kettles lie.”

Holger M., “An interesting overview of some of the more obscure German/Austrian beers. This
book is a well researched look into mostly beer styles that are now either extinct or on the fringes
of interest. The sections on each beer are quite brief and do not include pictures but do include
at least one if not more homebrew recipes of each style. Many of the recipes are really based on
process rather than ingredients (e.g., decoction or step-mashing) which makes them interesting
to learn about but could be quite laborious to actually reproduce. The book feels more like an
amalgamation of what could have been articles for an ongoing column in a homebrew magazine
rather than a complete research book on historical styles of beer from a certain region of the
world. The book also does not include any tasting notes from the author about what the modern
recreations of the beer tasted like which seemed odd (Did the author ever actually try the
recipes he has published?). The lack of depth along with the lack of historical photos or pictures
is my reason for not giving the book a 5-star review. That said its a worthy purchase for a
homebrewer wishing to begin exploring this topic, especially given the low price of this short
book.”

Bouy, “It's a great little book. Ok, so buying a book because it has a cool cover may not always
be the best move, but in this case it really paid off. I have been a home brewer for over 30 years
now, and have been investigating old recipes for most of it. I have spent hours, and hours of
research to come up with recipes. It turns out the old Germans did not like to write their secrets
down. This book certainly helps in that respect What I really wanted from this book, was the
history behind the beers, and the techniques used in making the beer ingredients and the beers
themselves. I was pleasantly surprised with the history lessen, and happy to see the footnotes if
I need to explore further. I hope the author will come up with another book, expanding on this
one and going back further than 200 Years.”

Wade, “Who Knew?. Who knew the historical beer scene of the German speaking peoples was
so eclectic? So much for the Reinheitsgebot! As a homebrew i found the variety of styles inviting.
And the book is a quick, we'll written read.”

Charles W., “Great book. Great price, fast shipping, and lots of good information. I really enjoyed



the book.”

Mark I., “AMAZING READ FOR ALL PRO BREWERS ALONG WITH ADVANCED HOME-
BREWERS!!!!!. Amazing book!!! Andreas has taken us back to extraordinary history, recipes &
flavors. A must read & a must have for all pro brewers along with advanced home-brewers.”

K. Taylor, “Gift. Was a gift for my beer making brother in law!”

Andrew Jorgensen, “I enjoyed this book. I enjoyed this book, and I do not doubt the accuracy of
the recipes and descriptions of the brewing process contained inside, but ...I think the mashing
schedules in particular will be of no use to the homebrewer. Who has the time to dough in the
mash at 10˚C and wait 4 hours before pulling a decoction? I also doubt that modern malt would
respond well to the heavy handling involved in following the mashing schedules detailed in this
book.That's not really a criticism of the book, though, as a work of scholarship.”

AndrewClarke101, “Historical and comprehensive practical recipes for the home brewer
interested in German Beer. Very comprehensive and well researched. Lots of detail on the
history and context of historical German beer in addition to a wide variety of recipes for the
homebrewer.The recipes provide clear instructions and more than enough detail for those with
not much experience of stepped or decoction mashing to avoid getting over complicated.Really
good to see historic German beer recipes get the attention that other brewing traditions have
had.”

J. Atherton, “An amazing resource. Just a delightfully written dive into historical german beers. I
will be brewing a few soon.”

Gordon Gran, “Informative and usefull. An insight into historical beer brewing history in Germany,
local recipes and guidelines. Easy to read and not too wordy. What's not to like?I've tried the
Berliner Weisse and the Salvator (Dobbelt Bock). The first requires decoction mashing, and is a
bit time consuming on the brew day, the other requires cooling and lengthy fermentation and
lagering.Both tasted great - and in no way industrial made. So the author has done great job in
making the beer styles available to home brewers!I can recommend this book for people
interested in trying new recipes and tasting 'old-style' beers.”

The book by Andreas Krennmair has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 114 people have provided
feedback.
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